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About This Game

"Dead TrailZ captures a slice of the zombie apocalypse beautifully." - Eurogamer
"I just like sniping as a game dynamic, and I liked how the game was trying to combine that with tactical placement.” -

TechCrunch

Escape the Apocalypse. Zipline between vantage points surrounding the battle field and use heavy weapons to cover your
teammate on longer and longer supply runs.

Basic rules:
- Runner starts and ends at the train station

- Runner has a certain amount of ammunition which refills for each run
- Predict the runner's path and pave the way for him to return safely

The main game is about scavenging a series of maps, finding enough fuel & weapons in each stage to progress to the next.
Your runner finds supplies & fuel in the boxes, which he hands over to you after each run.

If things get tight, call the runner back any time.
Gather XP with your shooting kills to unlock perma-boosts and make sure to pick up some helicopter drops.

The first two maps can also be played in an endless practice scenario & also feature 15 strategic levels, each with a unique
solution path that requires more than just shooting. Levels have a fix setup of where survivors come in and where the zombies

are and can only be resolved with strategic and well-timed use of the available weapons and tools.
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Title: Dead TrailZ
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Galactic Bits, Inc
Publisher:
Galactic Bits, Inc
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Dual Core Processor with 2 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 6000 Series or Better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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dead trailz game download. dead trailz free download. dead trailz system requirements. لعبة تحميل dead trailz. dead trailz. dead
trailz gameplay. dead trailz download. dead trailz apunkagames. dead trailz pc game download

damn,,, i was thinking that it was just a killing zombie spree,,, buuut it turns out that's a funny shooter =\/. You have to protect a
guy (runner) whos looking for supplies, and u are using zip lines to move arround and shot any zombie who tries to kill him. So
tecnically you are not getting hunted by zombies =D. Worth a try!. Close to being good but meh...

It's an interesting idea, you snipe to cover a runner grabbing supplies on the ground. You gather ammo and weapons and get
some upgrades along the way.

But the balance is way off IMO, the game is very unpolished, and worst offender is the atrocious smoothing of the mouse
movement in a game about sniping.
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